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The day of hay is still the game of the most famous farm on mobile devices today. Hay day gameplay is like other entertaining agricultural games like Agriturismo and Green Farm 3. The Game Maker develops it on a sharp graphic platform with captivating characters. This article would like to introduce readers a short tutorial on how to play hay
games on mobile.Players should notice that the day of hay is an online farm game. Your smartphone or tablet needs a 3G connection or a Wi-Fi network during playback. Because it's an online game, the hay day's ability is even smaller than many other farm games. It does not consume many equipment resources and affects access speed. The game of
the farm is kind, simple but equally attractive with a variety of crops, animals, self-production and commercial agricultural products. The game is perfect for nature lovers who want to feel like a real farmer. How to play Hay Day? Egg Collection Hay Day's first lesson is how to collect eggs. Chickens are also the first friends that a player has the day of
hay. The operation is very simple. At the chicken coop, press and hold and pull the basket on each chicken to get the eggs. When chickens are hungry, they will eat on the ground. Keep the chicken food icon on every chicken to eat them. Later, you will have the power to lay eggs for us to collect. Initially, the game will give you some chickens. To
increase this number, visit the online store in the lower left corner, drag every chicken from the shop into the barn to buy them. Your farm regularly welcomes visitors. It can be a farmer, a neighbor or a new friend. Touch these characters to see what they say. The first day of the day of hay will ask you to appoint the farm. Usually, the default name is
your username in the Game Center, but you can change it.Harvest and buy itemsto buy anything for the farm, cattle and poultry to barns, fences, trees, buildings and decorations, you can access A Hay DayÃ ¢ â,¬ Â "¢ s online store in the lower left corner of the game screen. Limit articles in amounts for each level. You will unlock others at higher
levels. So don't panic if you're not ready for purchase. The lower right corner of the screen is a humanoid icon comprising a helper, a friend and a follower. Please connect to your Facebook account to find more friends who play hay day. The bakery is the first object you have to buy for your farm. Open an online store in the Home Building section,
drag the bakery icon to buy a bakery and place it in a location suitable for the farm. The red positions mean that it is not suitable or has enough space to position that project. It should be at the center of the farm to facilitate observation and collection at the right time. Tap the toaster icon, then drag a cake in the oven to cook. And you need enough
grain to do it. Hay day does not sell seeds like other farm games. The number of seeds will resume after each level. Calculation time on hay day based on the correct time. Therefore, every process of planting or cooking will take you a few minutes and will forget to wait until the end. However, you can also accelerate the process if you don't want to
wait by pressing the lightning bolt icon. Each operation costs a diamond.farm Expansiondext, buys a power supply mill to create food for animals on the farm. Touch the machine and drag the chicken food icon for processing. You have to take five minutes for this phase. The chicken feed includes corn and combined grain. You will unlock the feed of
From 6.Hay Day level takes you six land plots for the capital. Touch each plot of land. Then pull the seeds like grain and corn to sow seeds. After a short time, the seeds grow and it's time to collect. Press and hold and drag the seeds into each box to plant the seeds in bulk. If you want to expand this texture of agricultural land, visit the online store
and buy each ground graph and drag it to the desired position. After a while, the plant will become high and bring the fruit for you We keep that food collected in silos and we use it for various jobs such as food processing for livestock and poultry, making bread and sell by order. Welcome, a second visit to your hay farm. This beautiful girl wants to
buy bread for 15 gold coins for a loaf. It is the form of retail of the farm. Click Yes and go to sell the girl's sandwich immediately. Click no if you don't want or wait a moment if you are not pronto.level, the main source of income for the farm comes from trucks carrying cosmic orders. You can click on the vehicle or on the bulletin board next to it to see
what orders are for today. The requirements can be available in stock to sell. Otherwise, please rely on the quantity needed to produce enough. We will evaluate orders in gold coins and blue stars representing experience points for you at level level. When there are enough blue stars on the level bar, you will go up and you will receive the fruits of
gold and diamonds. Leveling is very important, you will help you unlock new items and you will receive awarded. To climb up quickly, do a lot of agricultural activities such as the collection of eggs, cultivation and harvesting cultivation, producing food for cattle and poultry, baked bread, and buying other articles. For the left of the order, the table is a
note with the name of the order and the money value. On the right are the details of the order. You can tap the garbage icon to cancel the order. If the items are ready, click the cart icon to sell to the customer and collect the amount corresponding to the order value. The first levels will give you several small buildings for free, like the silo. It is the
storage of harvested food, including wheat, corn and other vegetables. The default silo capacity is of 50 product unit units. You can increase the capacity of the silo by clicking Increase the underlying storage and spend money to expand the inventory. Participated in the silo is barn. It is a warehouse that synthesizes and stores agricultural products
including feed for poultry, bread, ax, screws and eggs. The barn's ability is also 50 units. It is possible to increase the barn area when you press the storage button increases and supports a charge. Tips and tricks for agricultural dayplanting hay products with short collection timerice and corn are the two main agricultural products and have time to
Fast collection of the game. When the corn cries, the players will take five minutes for the harvest, while for rice, the harvest time is only two minutes. You can use the land you cultivated rice. On average, for every 50 rice crops collected, you will get any object. For corn, even if it has a longer time, the value that the corn will lead higher than rice.
When you have time online and want to earn objects quickly, it's simple and effective. However, players should know the storage capacity. To avoid the case where the warehouse is above, use the corn, rice to produce food for animals, make cakes or sell them in the store with you reasonably. In this way it carries high profits. The open treasure that
the castles speakers always contain precious objects. In addition to opening the treasure crates at your home, go persistently at a neighbor's house to hunt for treasure boxes. To find the most easy chest, go to the neighbors with low levels of elements that will help the opening process faster. And be careful when the lights fly because there is a high
possibility that the treasure chest is there. For blocked treasure boxes, click on the edge of the screen to load. Keep watching and trying to open the chest treasure. If you run out the first time, try another one, you will premier yours With precious objects. Use Tom Maidtom is a simple waitress and can be very useful if we know how to use. We will
rent this guy for a free day, so please, full use of this time. Try to find jobs that require a lot of time and gold to do it. If you are low level, ask Tom to get tools like saws, axles or blades. If you are at high level, take advantage of this guy to get the level because the level bottle is easy to exchange, and e Build the ship. Normally, to make jars of level, it
will take 8 hours. But thanks to Tom, in one day, you can earn nine-level cans. After the free period it is over, spend 15 diamonds to take the boy within the next 24 hours. Things with another accommodation with friends is a very effective way to get the objects you want. Because there will be objects that will miss you, but others will be redundant
and vice versa. There will be redundant objects of which the other players need, but you need it. Please exchange with friends for both benefits and get the essential element to update your farm. Maybe it's the predestined relationship that creates beautiful friendships. To make the exchange process cheaper, add the groups of hay on Facebook
because many people share the same hobby of playing hay. It will be easier to find business partners. Through these groups, you will also learn many experiences and gaming information. This last method is very effective, but it takes a lot of effort and also depends on your luck. Your job is to wait and wait when there is an announcement, then
galloping the page of the newspapers and buy it immediately. If you are lucky, you will buy precious objects. Your valuation of ValuationsGamePlayHay Day is an interesting farm game, which aims to give players the most authentic feeling. The game cleverly combines between agriculture. With a variety of crops and livestock systems and attractive
decorations, they help players feel like an adequate farmer. The game is easy to use, it has a simple game that offers players the best entertainment and relaxation. The game also has specific and easy instructions to understand for you to face the game. When you take part in the game you will become an adequate farmer. You can go to the garden,
raise and sell products collected by comfortable trucks. There will be those daily to perform when completed will have interesting prizes. While waiting for animals and plants to cultivate, you can take full advantage of time to decorate and beautify the farm. When you play to the game, please program the most reasonable harvest to save time for the
best effect. Take the â €
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